RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

st Race The Eastern Air Command Cup
1
APNA TIME AAYEGA
Cl19-20 - 23

Cl-III, 41-66

nd Race The Indian Air Force Cup
2
DOUBLE NINE
Pn19 - 25

Cl-II, 61-86

11⁄19263

1212⁄19445

1600 Mts.
281⁄201054

was slow to begin.
was slow to begin.
slow to begin.
MONTECASINO
Cl19-20 - 1411⁄19(14) was slow to begin. 712⁄19373 was slow to begin. 281⁄201057 severe interference
at approximately 1600 metres.
EXCELSIOR
HyM19 - 29⁄19987 dropped back from about the 400 mtrs whilst traveling with front runners and finished
the course at the rear end of the field. 239⁄191376 App reported that his mount brushed the gates as start was effected in the process
his right stirrup iron broke, as such he removed his left leg from stirrup iron and thereafter he could not offer any assistance to his mount.
Cl19-20 - 1212⁄19500 was extremely fractious and refused to be stalled in spite of repeated attempts. Under the circumstances the filly
was permitted to be withdrawn.

1400 Mts.

10⁄191482 was observed to have lost its footing on its own. Also, reins were observed to have
121⁄20824 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to hang in during the final 400 metres

slipped which he regained soon. Cl19-20 of the race.
GAURISH
Cl19-20 - 1611⁄19162 was observed to lean outwards during the final stages of the race when placed
under pressure.
LADY OF LUXURY
MyS19 - 37⁄19463 met interference between the 800 Metres and the 600 Metres. My19 - 308⁄19122
met interference between 450 to 150 meters of the race. My19-20 - 2711⁄19193 An enquiry is being held into the running and riding.
AQUITANIA
CMn19 - 299⁄19964 met interference at the start.

Race The Wansfell Handicap Cl-V, 1-26, Which have run at Kolkata having completed the course since 2nd
3rdNovember,
2019 and have not won a race at any center since that date. To be ridden by Jockeys of Indian
Nationality.
910⁄191122

MIAMI
stumbled.
SCORPION QUEEN

CMn19 -

SOLO MARCH

Cl19-20 - 181⁄209010 had to be checked approaching the 700 metres.

DAKSHESH

Cl19-20 - 152⁄201207 slow to begin.

1100 Mts.

jumped awkwardly inwards from its stall & ran into the heels of ARTIFICIAL and

Cl19-20 - 2311⁄19224 App reported that he lost his whip passing the 100 metres.

BUDDYHOLLY
Cl19-20 - 2311⁄19220 momentarily reared up in its stall resulting in a minor injury to the Jockey. Under
the circumstances the gelding was permitted to be withdrawn.
MRS WILLY NILLY
Cl19-20 - 152⁄201208 slow to begin.
FEISTY
Cl19-20 - 281⁄2010910 was slow to begin. 152⁄201217 was slow to begin.
POKER PRINCE

Cl19-20 - 152⁄201218 App reported that his mount was inclined to run out throughout the race.

CELERINO

Cl19-20 - 2311⁄19229 returned bleeding from right nostril.

4th Race The Jingle Handicap

Cl-III, 41-66, To be ridden by Jockeys of Indian Nationality.
(NO WHIP RACE)

SHIMMERING STAR

Cl19-20 - 281⁄201087 slow to begin.

MIDNIGHT STAR

Cl19-20 - 121⁄20887 returned without right fore shoe.

1100 Mts.

APALACHEE
Cl19-20 - 152⁄201190 was permitted to be withdrawn as there was no suitable replacement Jockey
available to substitute Jockey who was unable to fulfill his riding engagements for the day.
SUMMERHILL
Cl19-20 - 1212⁄19478 had to be steadied by its rider due to the crowding of the field approaching the
900 metres.
ADVAIT
Cl19-20 - 181⁄20903 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to hang out throughout the race.

th Race The Obligado Plate
5
PINATUBO
Cl19-20 - 12

Cl-3y, Maiden

12⁄19462

THE INDICATOR

1400 Mts.

jumped awkwardly outwards.

Cl19-20 - 121⁄20848 slow to begin.

th Race The Roubaix Handicap
Cl-IV, 21-46, To be ridden by Jockeys of Indian Nationality.
6
ATOM
CMn19 - 20 ⁄ 50 Jockey was fined for the excessive use of the whip. 10 ⁄
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9 19785

approaching the 800 metres.
BEATLES BIBLE

CMn19 - 39⁄19636 met interference approaching the 900 metres.

COCOANUT

Cl19-20 - 1411⁄191411 was slow to begin and found to be lame on left fore.

DEMONSTRATE

CMn19 - 110⁄19(103) met interference passing the distance post.

1400 Mts.
met interference

ROETHKE
M18-19 - 212⁄18246 met interference at the start. 152⁄191458 jumped out slow losing about 4 lengths
at the start.
KIMAYA
Cl19-20 - 211⁄1942 Jockey was fined for the excessive use of the whip. 121⁄20830 was very unruly while
being stalled in process the bridle came off. As there was insufficient time to replace the equipment, the filly was withdrawn.

th Race The Silver Balm Handicap Cl-V, 1-26, To be ridden by Jockeys of Indian Nationality.
1400 Mts.
7
CHRISTIANA
Cl19-20 - 23 ⁄ 23 App was reprimanded for failing to exercise proper control over his mount thereby
11 19

3

allowing it to drift outwards while negotiating the bend. 712⁄19396 was slow to begin.

UNCROWNED KING
Cl19-20 - 3011⁄193211 was slow to begin. 1212⁄194910 was slow to begin. 111⁄20796 slow to begin.
5
2
15 ⁄20120 fly jumped out from the gates.
BOTSWANA STAR
Cl19-20 - 281⁄201043 returned with a cut injury on left hind.
LUNA LUCINDA
CMn19 - 189⁄19837 returned bleeding from both nostrils. Cl19-20 - 152⁄201202 App was fined failing
to exercise adequate control over his mount thereby allowing it to drift outwards during the final stages of the race.
STORM FRONT
Cl19-20 - 2112⁄195111 was slow to begin.
HAVANA GREY
Cl19-20 - 2612⁄19588 reared up as the start was effected losing approximately three lengths at the
9
1
start. 11 ⁄2073 Jockey which was in the lead, was severely reprimanded for failing to make adequate attempt to hold his position
consequently inconveniencing horses improving from behind approaching the 300 metre marker.

